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You are not alone
BY CHRIS PADGETT

A

bout five years ago I
made a statement that
in 20 years a bank
would be an IT
department that lends money.
That was tongue and cheek, of
course, but with every joke
there is a bit of truth. And
maybe more so than we might
like to admit. Cybersecurity, automated on-boarding,
instant mobile loan approvals and disbursements, autopay, mobile
deposits - the list goes on and on. The U.S. Bureau of the Census just
released results revealing a drastic population growth slowdown for
the State of Arkansas. With a large contrast between population
decline in rural areas and continuing growth in our two largest urban
centers. It went on to say, “The biggest population loss was the state’s
rural counties, which shed 57,100 people and, more than anything
else, accounted for the state’s slow 3.3 percent overall population
growth over the 2010-2020 decade,” the report said.
Another gut punch - a recent study by Wipfli, a top 20 U.S. Accounting
firm, stated, “The real threat to community banks arises from new
technologies and payment companies that have penetrated deeply
into banking services nationally. It will be imperative for community
banks to stay true to their mission of investing in their community and
community organizations while staying relevant both digitally and by
offering the right service offerings.”

Then there is the ICBA ThinkTECH
Accelerator. Administered by The
Venture Center right here in Little
Rock, Arkansas! ICBA has invested
heavily in the formation of the
ThinkTECH Accelerator program.
Starting in 2019, the ThinkTECH
Accelerator was launched to
connect community bankers and
fintech visionaries to develop
solutions specifically for the
industry. Through an intensive 12week program, fintechs meet with
Chris Padgett is the ACB
community bank leaders,
Executive Director.
policymakers, and subject-matter
You
may
connect with Chris at
experts to collaborate on fintech
501-246-4975
solutions tailored to the unique
or
needs of community bankers. By
chris@arcommunitybankers.com
the time you read this, the 12-week
program will be nearing the end,
but that doesn’t mean you can’t be a part of it next year. And if that
wasn’t enough, The Venture Center will be hosting a first ever VenCent
Fintech Summit, April 11 – 13, 2022, in Little Rock. The conference will
have live product demonstrations from up to 75 of The Venture
Center’s fintech accelerator alumni, courses from fintech and finance
subject matter experts, and an excellent place to network.
As they say, the only thing constant is change. But we can change
together. Together, the merging of our relationship-banking and the
efficiencies provided in tailored fintech technology, our industry will
be just as relevant, if not more so, than ever before. I’m certain of it.
Good Banking

And that paragraph above shows the difficulty community banks find
themselves in. Not only do their communities depend on them for
more than just financial services, but community banks are also
physically present to provide personal service, which many of their
customers still expect and require but, also must invest in new
technology maybe only a small percentage of their customers will use
at this time. Something large banks and fintechs won’t, can’t, or don’t
care to provide. Yet, with our rural population growth steadily
decreasing, our industry must recognize and adopt these new
technologies as part of our future survival.
The good news? You’re not alone. From the brainchild of FedFis and
the Independent Bankers Association of Texas comes Bankers Helping
Bankers (learn more about BHB on page 19. Available for free to all
ACB members. In short, Bankers Helping Bankers is a bankersonly platform for collaboration and education with an emphasis on
integrating new technology with your core. If you haven’t already
signed up for this, please contact me and let me know. Note: Only
bankers are allowed on the platform. No salespeople and no one
asking you to follow them. None of that. Bankers Only.
ACOMMUNITY BANKER
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Arkansas's New LLC Act:
Practical Steps for Lenders
BY ROBBI RIGGS ROSENBAUM

T

Authority is only effective for five
years; provided, the LLC can file a
cancellation or limitation prior to
expiration. To avoid complex
questions of agency law, lenders
should require and carefully
review Statements of Authority
for loans involving LLCs.

he review of organizational documents
of entities is a critical element of risk
management in underwriting any loan.
With many LLCs applying for and receiving
loans, lenders should review and update their
underwriting guidelines in response to the
Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company
Act enacted last year as Act 1041 of 2021
(the "Revised Act"). The Revised Act applies to all Arkansas

Formation. Under the Former
Act, an LLC was formed when
Articles of Organization were
delivered to the Secretary of
Robbi Riggs Rosenbaum is
State. Because the Secretary of
an associate at the
State occasionally declined filing
Quattlebaum, Grooms & Tull
due to a legality or error, parties
Law Firm an ACB Preferred
could not always rely on the
Services Provider. She can
delivery date. The Revised Act
be reached at
amended this process, attempting rrosenbaum@QGTLAW.com
to provide a more concrete
or 501-379-1738
timeline.

LLCs, whether formed before or after the effective date of September
1, 2021. The Revised Act repealed Arkansas's old LLC act, the Arkansas
Small Business Entity Tax Pass Through Act (the "Former Act"), which
no longer governs LLCs. The Revised Act now impacts every loan
transaction involving an Arkansas LLC. This article addresses significant
legal changes between the Revised Act and the Former Act and
provides practical recommendations lenders should consider during
their review.

First, the organizing document is now called a "Certificate of
Organization." Lenders will therefore need to replace "Articles of
Organization" with the new title in loan documents. Second, the LLC is
now formed only after (i) the Certificate of Organization is accepted by
the Secretary of State (or a delayed effective date selected by the filing
party) and (ii) at least one person becomes a member. Generally,
persons become members of an LLC by signing the operating
agreement. To ensure an LLC has been legally formed, lenders should
confirm (i) the operating agreement does not have a delayed effective
date and (ii) at least one member has signed the operating agreement.
Operating Agreements. The Former Act required members to record
their operating agreements in writing. In contrast, the Revised Act
authorizes written, oral, and implied operating agreements. Lenders
must be particularly cognizant of oral modifications to written
operating agreements and should consider requiring LLCs to warrant
the provided operating agreement has not been modified.

Management. One of the Revised Act's most important changes
relates to an LLC's management. The Former Act required all LLCs to
designate in their Articles of Organization whether the LLC was
manager-managed. Under the Revised Act, the operating agreement
determines the management structure. If the operating agreement is
silent on management, the LLC is presumed to be member-managed.
For LLCs filed under the Former Act, the designation in the Articles of
Organization will control.
Lenders must be keenly aware of this process to determine the
management structure of LLC clients and may consider implementing
different review policies based on the date of the LLC's formation. If
the LLC was formed before September 1, 2021, the lender should refer
to the LLC's Articles of Organization in conjunction with the operating
agreement to determine the management structure. If the LLC was
formed on or after September 1, 2021, the lender should consult the
operating agreement alone.

Charging Orders. Finally, the Former Act lacked clarity regarding
remedies available to judgment creditors. The Revised Act expands on
judgment creditors' rights, allowing charging orders against a
member's interest and providing opportunities to appoint a receiver
and foreclose on the member's interest. The charging order is the sole
remedy available to judgment creditors; however, secured creditors
may still utilize UCC Article 9 remedies.

Authority. The Revised Act has also altered the principles relating to
member authority. Under the Former Act, members of an LLC
presumptively had authority to sign instruments binding the LLC in the
ordinary course of business. The Revised Act, on the other hand,
grants no presumptive authority to members; instead, authority is
determined by agency law.

Of the numerous changes in the Revised Act, the foregoing are some
of the most significant to lenders. Lenders should carefully review the
Revised Act with their legal counsel in order to implement best
practices during their document review. The Revised Act has caught
many Arkansas LLCs by surprise, and members and managers will need
time to adjust. By implementing these suggestions, lenders can help
smooth the transition.

Thankfully, the Revised Act provides an alternative. An LLC may file a
Statement of Authority, which includes basic information about the
LLC and a specific statement of the authority granted to positions and
persons within the LLC to enter into other transactions and act for the
LLC. The Statement of Authority, effective when accepted by the
Secretary of State, provides conclusive proof of a party's authority on
behalf of the LLC. For real estate transactions, the Statement of
Authority should also be filed in the real estate records of the
appropriate county in order for lenders to rely on it. The Statement of
ACOMMUNITY BANKER
RKANSAS
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Basis Points

Positive/negative charges
Net-of-inflation returns provide a battery of observations.
BY JIM REBER

W

hen I take inventory
of just the past two
years’ worth of
conversations I’ve had with
community bankers, the breadth
of the issues is remarkable. In early
2020, there was still a relative scarcity of deposits (remember?). Then
there was widespread panic about deterioration of credit, followed
immediately by concern about margin compression due to falling rates.
As we progressed into 2021, loan demand (or rather, the lack thereof)
and excess liquidity were issues, after which rising rates entered the
picture (despite most banks being postured to benefit). More recently,
the dreaded “i” word, inflation, seems paramount on the list of issues
to be dealt with.

Curse of the parsimonious
We learned (or, at least, were taught) in Econ 101 that real interest
rates are those that remain after we deduct the inflation rate for a
period. We also learned that net savers/investors are those most
harmed by high inflation, at least relative to nominal interest rates.
Who are net savers? Typically, it’s individuals on the far end of the
consumption cycle, namely senior citizens and those disciplined and/or
thrifty enough to stay away from high debt loads. It could also include
federal, state and local governments; Germany has historically spent
less than it’s raised, although the pandemic has scrambled that trend
recently.
Ironically, in the past 20 years or so, with the aging of the world’s
population and changing consumption patterns, inflation has been
pretty much under wraps. That has led to a generation of low interest
rates and lower-than-normal real returns. So, in a twist of fate, those
who kept their balance sheets lean and didn’t live off of borrowed
money have not had much left over after inflation is netted out. In
2022, real returns on bonds are likely to be negative.
How banks fare
Depository institutions don’t meet the definition of net savers in spite
of their capital pads, which of course represent an excess of assets over
RKANSAS

Jim Reber is president and
CEO
of ICBA Securities, an
So, in the end, does inflation matter? I
ICBA subsidiary and ACB
say, not much. It’s true that higher
Preferred Services Provider.
nominal rates create more room to
price loans, and it’s well documented You may connect with Jim at
(800) 422-6442 or
that rate sensitivity for liabilities is far
jreber@icbasecurities.com.
less than it is for assets. It’s also true
that bond yields will improve if
inflation persists. But two variables tend to offset these theoretical
advantages. First, the Fed can respond aggressively to stamp out
inflation if it wants to. Second, interest rates on the long end of the
curve are very lowly correlated to overnight rates. And don’t feel alone
when you view your NIM trends over the past couple of years.

To be sure, many bond investors would be negatively affected by a
prolonged bout of high inflation. At their core, price spikes erode
purchasing power, which can ultimately hinder consumers’ ability to,
you know, consume. That has implications for long-term growth
prospects. But does this spell doom for depository institutions,
including community banks?

ACOMMUNITY BANKER

liabilities. Fundamentally, your
community bank lives off spread,
regardless of nominal rates and price
changes. And the readers of this
column know better than I the
amount of resources they pour into
keeping their asset/liability posture
insulated against rate movements.
The fact that net interest margins
(NIMs) have dwindled over the past
decade is due to one factor: supply
and demand for financial assets. There
simply is a lot of money chasing highquality loans and bank-suitable bonds.

|

Embrace your mark-to-market losses
In another turn of irony, if higher interest rates do prevail and the
market values of your bonds do decline to a point that you’ve got
unrealized losses, view that as an opportunity. It would be an
opportunity to improve the yields on your collection of bonds and a
chance to strategically remove some bonds that you’re not enamored
with. With most of the current year still in the windshield, you can get a
head start on earning back any realized losses before the end of 2022.
Many community bankers don’t have any first-hand experience with
hyper-inflation, and for that you can be thankful. Double-digit costs of
funds, which actually prevailed for much of the 1980s, weren’t friendly
to either borrowers or lenders and nearly wrecked the savings and loan
industry. Near-term Gross Domestic Product (GDP) prints are going to
see some challenges in 2022, since the headline numbers reflect real
GDP.
The conclusion? Community banks’ investment in better interest-rate
risk modeling over the past two decades has taken a lot of the rate
exposure off the table. As you read and hear the pluses and minuses of
positive and negative real bond yields, rest well knowing you’ve very
likely insulated your NIMs against supply-driven price shocks.
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Financing the StartUp.
BY EDWARD HADDOCK

A

ccording to data
compiled by the
Bureau of Labor
Statics Private sector
establishments birth rates have
consistently increased
throughout 2020 and into 2021
Q1. This data reinforces what many of our SBA resource partners
are experiencing across the state, that’s an increase in the number of
individuals wanting to start or starting a new business.
Launching a business comes with a lot of obstacles, but for
entrepreneurs who have been through it, one challenge stands out in
their mind most is financing. This chasm for funding is even more
apparent for women, entrepreneurs of color, and immigrant
entrepreneurs, the doors to accessing finance are not always wide
open.
Compile limitations on access to capital with the headwinds of the
current banking climate and you have even greater challenge securing
startup funding. With an ever-shrinking number of community banks
being acquired by regional banks, and a waning of willingness to do
start up loans, generally under 3 years of business history puts more
funding deserts across the country. The consolidation of community
banks is also a significant factor in limiting the number of institutions
willing to make small dollar loans under $100,000 due to their
profitability. Furthermore, modern startups are focusing on less asset
intensive business models. These business models are counter-intuitive
to the traditional underwriting asset-based loans. These conditions
only increase the challenge for startups to find funding. And let’s face
it, starting up a business is risky, yet alone, finance one of these
unproven ventures. Utilizing an SBA loan can help manage that risk and
expand your options when retaining customers or seeking to foray into
new venture start up financing. It can give incredible opportunity to
new ideas and foster long term customer relationships that prove
valuable.
I am reminded of Rev Unit a small technology based consulting
company in northwest Arkansas that applied to a local bank for small
line of credit, to help fund work orders. That $50,000 Express Loan
guaranteed at 50% offered a lifeline to this early-stage company
providing the essential liquidity that facilitated their growth. Rev Unit
went on to grow at 95% year over year for 5 consecutive years and
made Inc. 5000 list of fastest growing companies in America four years
in a row.
Lending to start ups is more challenging, we get that so we’ve complied
our list of the top five challenges for lenders making start-up loans or
ACOMMUNITY BANKER
RKANSAS
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acquisition loans to small
businesses and how utilizing
an SBA loan product can help.
The top five challengers in
lending to startups are:
• No proven historical cash
flow for debt service
• Inadequate collateral to
secure loan
• Greater need for working
capital for liquidity to
make break even
• Need for longer terms for
repayment than lender
normally can provide in
house
• Lender need for equity
injection

Edward Haddock is the Arkansas
District Director of the US Small
Business Administration, an ACB
Preferred Solutions Provider. You
may connect with Edward at
edward.haddock@sba.gov

Over the past 4 years start-up
businesses in Arkansas have been able to launch, sustain and grow
when lenders leverage the SBA loan programs. In fact since 2018 over
52% of SBA loans have gone to helping our entrepreneurial community
start successful small businesses here in Arkansas.

No Proven Historical Cash Flow for Debt Service – many lenders have
in house policies that preclude them making small business loans to
start ups because there is no historical cash flow to show ability to
repay and are prevented from making in house loans using projections
or pro-forma financial data. The SBA allows use of projections
especially where the pro-forma statements are based on sound
financial assumptions.

Inadequate collateral – Many start-up businesses especially retailers
and service-related businesses will have limited business or personal
collateral to pledge to secure the loan which can be an issue for
lenders analyzing debt to worth issues. While the SBA expects lenders
to take all collateral that is reasonably available (business and
personal) it will NEVER turn down a guaranty request from a lender
due to collateral only.
Need for Extensive Working Capital – For most start up businesses
there will be ramp up time once the doors are open before revenues
can exceed expenses so the borrower will need access to more working
capital for liquidity until break even. Many lenders are leery of working
capital loans especially since there is no collateral value, but lack of
access to sufficient working capital to breakeven is a major reason for
many start up businesses to fail. With an SBA guaranty loan the lender
can provide that working capital to ensure the borrower can make
normal monthly expenses until revenues grow. Additionally, with an
SBA guaranty a lender can defer monthly debt service for a reasonable

17 |
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amount of time to allow the business to grow.

Need for Longer Terms for Repayment – Typically a lender wants to
set maturity on commercial loans as short as is reasonably feasible.
But with an SBA Guaranty Loan the lender can offer terms that are
beneficial to the borrower for debt service. With an SBA Guaranty the
lender can carry maturity out:
• 7 Years on Inventory and Working Capital
• 10 Years or useful life of asset on FFE/M&E
• 25 Years on commercial real estate, construction and buildings
This makes for a much lower monthly debt service for the borrower
meaning more cash available to the small business to grow their
enterprise. And if the loan is under 15 years there are no pre-payment
penalties. Loans 15 years or over can have pre-payment penalties of
5% for first year, 3% for 2nd year, 1% for third year then after that no
pre-payment penalties. That means the small business can take
advantage of lower monthly debt service during the first critical years
to help them succeed.
Equity Injection – The SBA policy on equity requires 10% of total
project cost be provided by the borrower with the lender covering the

ACOMMUNITY BANKER
RKANSAS
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remaining 90% for ALL start-ups and acquisition of existing businesses
where there is a new owner. However, this 10% requirement is
generally much less than a commercial lender’s policies might require
for in house loans especially where there is a short-fall on collateral.
Additionally, the lender can make a personal loan to the borrower to
cover the 10% equity injection requirement as long as the borrower
can prove ability to repay that in-house loan thru other than business
revenues (i.e., spouse has outside employment and can show ability to
service).
Making commercial loans to small businesses is always a challenge for
commercial lenders and that is especially true when the loan is for a
start-up business or acquisition of an existing business by new owners.
Fortunately, the SBA’s loans whether thru a 7(a) Guaranty Loan, 504
Fixed Asset Loan or microloan can help overcome many of these
challenges and help grow small business success in their market area.

Learn more about how the SBA loans can help your lending institution
meet your customers’ needs by contacting the Arkansas District Office
Lending relations team at Herbert.lawrence@sba.gov or
caroline.rogers@sba.gov or by phone at (501) 324-7379.
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What is Bankers Helping Bankers?
BY CHRIS PADGETT & CHRIS WILLISTON

H

OW IT ALL STARTED
“I’m willing to throw a
punch.” Those are the
words that began the long march to
the launch of Bankers Helping
Bankers back in 2019. The willing puncher,
Independent Bankers Association of Texas (IBAT) President and CEO
Christopher Williston, was commiserating with FedFis CEO Dave Mayo
about the plight of community bankers’ access to the latest technology
and the confusion associated with selecting the proper tools. The lack
of transparency and a preponderance of misinformation in the industry
were making technology decisions more challenging than they needed
to be.
Mayo explained to Williston how FedFis’ bank technology data could
be used to help bankers make faster, better decisions when selecting
new products and services. “It’s math,” Mayo says. “Not opinion. There
is too much opinion in technology discussions and it’s killing the banks.
Someone has got to punch back.” So, with IBAT’s support, FedFis got to
punching. That led to the development of FinTegration Strategist, a
product launched by IBAT and FedFis in 2020 that allows bankers
seeking new technology products the ability to see what was running in
all of other banks like theirs.
“After successfully selling FinTegration Strategist for the first half of
2020, we revisited our initial plans and ultimately decided that the best
way to help the most bankers as quickly as possible was to offer it
without cost,” Williston says. “That led us to expedite plans to launch
Bankers Helping Bankers.”
“Community bankers need answers,” Mayo says. They’ve confided in
Mayo that “misinformation, regulatory burden, changing customer
expectations and warp-speed technological evolution are just too
much for community banks to weather. We believe bankers can make
the right decisions and thrive if they have the right information—
period. That’s why IBAT, FedFis and community banking associations
around the country have partnered to pioneer an entirely new way for
banks to band together—by forming a community of bankers in which
conversations are driven by facts and data. The community banking
associations have delivered the missing information that bankers
needed to unlock the amazing opportunity that only a small number of
banks have tapped into. Finally, there is hope for community banking,
the backbone of our country.”
WHAT IS BANKERS HELPING BANKERS?
Bankers Helping Bankers is much more than a data tool, although
data tools are a major deliverable through the platform. BHB is
a collaboration hub online. It’s a place where bankers can talk to one
another in a safe bankers-only community. Upon logging in, bankers
are put into user groups with:

•

Every bank in the country that is using their same core
provider platform;
ACOMMUNITY BANKER
RKANSAS
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Chris Padgett is ACB Executive
Director & CEO.
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•
•
•

Chris Williston is IBAT
President & CEO
You may connect with Chris at

clwilliston@ibat.org

Every bank in the country that is using their same online
banking platform;
Every bank in their state; and
Every bank in the U.S.

The FedFis data set contains the technology stack data on
every bank in the country. It’s leveraging that to put bankers into
discussion in true user groups to have the conversations they need to
have for real collaboration.
WHY MAKE IT FREE?
It’s not free. It’s free for bankers. Vendors are supporting community
banking with their sponsorship of the BHB program because they know
we are all in this boat together and we’d better work together or we
will all fail together. Bankers Helping Bankers is the place to join the
fight.
HELPING COMMUNITY BANKING NATIONWIDE
Bankers Helping Bankers may have been born deep in the heart
of Texas, but the vision is for it to help bankers far beyond the borders
of the Lone Star State.
Partnering with state banking associations was the imperative step to
distributing BHB to banks around the country. State associations
are where the rubber meets the road. They have the relationships
with the bankers—and they have their trust. If anyone else was
delivering BHB, the noble intentions of the platform would be met with
suspicion.
Participation in BHB to is offered to all members of the 26 state trade
associations that affiliate with ICBA. Additional states will be brought
into the fold through collaboration with ICBA and other partnerships.
“ACB partnered with the BHB program in December 2021”, Padgett
said, adding, “This is a great opportunity to enhance ACB's
membership value, while providing a platform that every community
bank can benefit from. From fintech integration, to inquiring with other
banks, locally or nationally, on any and all topics. We're really excited
to see where this platform goes.".”
HOW DO I ACCESS BHB?
ACB member banks now have full access to Bankers Helping
Bankers. At no cost To learn more, visit
www.bankershelpingbankers.com or email Chris Padgett at
chris@arcommunitybankers.com using the subject line
“BHB Access.”
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8 Essentials to Managing the "Business" of IT
BY THOMAS H. DOUGLAS

I

•

n today's world, every business is an IT
business. Yes, even your bank. That's
why it's more important than ever to
manage your information technology well.
But there are two sides to the IT coin. At
JMARK, we call these the operations of IT
and the business of IT. Both must be
handled with strategic intention.

•

Establish spending benchmarks
against banking industry
standards. Best practice in the
financial industry sets the typical
technology spending range
between 2.5% and 7% of an
organization's operational
budget. This variance is based on
the sophistication of the
business, compliance
requirements, and growth plans.
Include training plans. Most
Tom Douglas is Chief
organizations only utilize around
Executive Officer at
30% of their applications'
JMark Business
capabilities. With robust training,
you can bump that to 75% or
Solutions, an ACB
more. This drives efficiency and
Associate Member. You
profitability and often removes
duplicative applications from the may connect with Tom at
environment, reducing the
Tom@JMARK.com
complexity and costs of IT.
Develop business continuity and disaster recovery plans. These
should be aligned with the expectations of your institution's board
of directors. Most businesses do not have clarity between the IT
structure and the company's leadership. Consequently, senior
leaders may believe that recovery time after a disaster is less than
one day, when in reality, it may be closer to fourteen days. Such
gaps between reality and expectation create massive pain and
frustration throughout the business. They can even lead to
business failure when lack of alignment leads to ill-informed
business plans.
Simplify your environment. Simplification is the ultimate
sophistication. A common tendency is to over-engineer and overbuy, making a network more complicated than it needs to be.
Right-sizing the environment can decrease cash requirements,
remove overspending, and reduce the complexity of an
environment, all of which lowers IT management costs over time.
Invest in research, development, and market management. Most
businesses need a dedicated group of people who are paid in part
or in full—depending on the size of the bank and local market—to
focus their energy on research and development and knowing the
market. Every day, innovative organizations develop new
applications, capabilities, delivery methods, and other
breakthroughs that can help your bank. These solutions can be
the difference between keeping up with the competition, leaving
the competition behind, or being wiped out by a disruptive new
entrant in your industry.

Operations of IT: This is defined as the day-to-day delivery of IT
services that ensures an organization can maximize its technology
investment so people can maximize their productivity. This is
accomplished through helpdesk services; security; server, network, and
workstation management; backup and business continuity strategies;
application and data management; patch management; firmware; and
vendor update management.
Business of IT: This is defined as the strategies that ensure technology
design meets the mission of the organization and aligns those
outcomes with the budget and lifecycle management plans. It should
result in appropriate investments being made to protect the
organization from risks associated with underspending, wasting of
resources, and overspending. By properly aligning design, resources,
and capabilities, your technology will advance your bank toward its
objectives.

•

In this article, we'll focus on the business of IT. Make sure you're
managing this side of the coin well by building the following eight
actions into your operations:

•

•

•

Align IT with the strategic business plan. IT should support and
complement your bank's business plan. For many organizations, IT
is seen as a static tool, not as a means to achieve strategic
objectives. However, in 2022, this is non-negotiable. Achieving
your goals means capitalizing on the ways that technology can
augment everything you do.
Plan the lifecycle for every piece of hardware and software.
When a component goes into usage, your bank should know when
it will be removed. Depending on the technology, this can be a
three, four, or five-year cycle. Doing this helps align the budget
with amortization schedules. JMARK recommends having a fiveyear rolling budget for all IT components. This should include all
hardware assets, warranty management, software renewal and
subscription fees, software upgrades and maintenance fees, labor
costs (internal or outsourced), data center and hosting costs,
communications costs (internet), power management, etc.
Nothing that is known or anticipated should be left out.
Increase your IT budget by 3% to 5% per year for the next few
years. This is important because of the increasing sophistication of
IT and security management, as well as increasing regulation.
Frankly, it is getting more challenging to manage IT; therefore,
costs are increasing. However, they should not be increased at a
faster pace than the gross margins of your business.
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These are the essentials for properly managing the business of IT. Of
course, this is a very high-level overview of these actions. One of the
most significant advantages of working with an experienced managed
services provider is that they can bring that experience to the table in
helping you stabilize your efforts in these areas so that you can then
take the next step and make your technology a strategic advantage.
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Your technology needs are critical to your
bank. Allied’s approach is simple. We
implement a set of best practices that help you
run your organization more efficiently while
reducing risk. Don’t just take our word for it.
Allied is consistently ranked as one of the top
service providers in the country.
Allied is redefining IT Professional Services.
Schedule an executive meeting with us today!
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Bankers Assurance, LLC specializes in the
following areas:
Lending Compliance
Deposit/Operations Compliance
Bank Secrecy Act
Fair Lending
SAFE Act
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA)
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)
FCRA Red Flag
Preferred
Training
Solutions
Provider

Associate
Member

www.bankersassurance.net
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FLOURISH
“In-person collaboration and networking creates a
platform for us to share thoughts and ideas in an
organic way that’s so natural to community bankers.”

REBECA
ROMERO
RAINEY

ICBA President and CEO.
ACB is the ICBA state affiliate.
@romerorainey

It has been two years since we last came
together in person at ICBA LIVE, and I
cannot wait for this year’s convention.
While virtual events have provided
connection, learning, and development,
there’s something so special about
assembling with our communities, where
the energy is palpable and we are inspired
from interactions with one another. That
in-person collaboration and networking
creates a platform for us to share
thoughts and ideas in an organic way
that’s so natural to community bankers,
and we are both celebrating and honoring
the fact we can be together again.

shop to dive into the technical, regulatory
and operational products for our
customers, and we have colleagues
present who have used these solutions
and can share first-hand experiences with
them.

It’s hard to put my finger on exactly what
makes LIVE so special, but I believe it is in
a shared sense of purpose that arises
whenever community bankers convene.
We have this unique opportunity to meet
bankers from across the country who
have challenges and experiences similar
to our own, and together, talk through
those pain points and identify solutions.
We listen to panel discussions where
lessons learned are shared, participate in
workshops for firsthand knowledge and
are encouraged by general session
speakers who motivate us to take our
leadership to the next level.

So, I hope you will join us at ICBA LIVE this
year to engage in person as we write the
next chapter in our collective stories and
prepare for what the coming year (and
years) will bring. I encourage you to
identify the pieces that work best for your
bank and adopt them boldly, drawing on
the collective knowledge of your peers to
help you navigate any challenges in your
path. Because we are stronger together
than we are apart, and when our
community of community bankers
assembles, there is no stopping the
successes we will achieve.

And that sense of community extends to
the providers who support our efforts. In
the Expo, we can meet with partners who
will help facilitate our next big idea. We
hear from the ThinkTECH Accelerator
cohort and see demos of the latest
products and services introduced for our
industry. In short, we have a one-stop
ACOMMUNITY BANKER
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Our goal with ICBA LIVE is to provide a
snapshot of the broad community banking
landscape, and in such a shifting, dynamic
environment, that is all the more
important. We work hard to facilitate
discussions about some of the most
challenging topics and create an open,
honest dialogue about viable solutions.

Where I’ll Be This Month
I’ll be prepping for and then attending ICBA
LIVE in San Antonio.
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From the Board Room

Remaining Independent in the Continued
Merger, Acquisiton & Consolidation
Environment: Tips and Strategies
BY PHILIP K. SMITH

I

evaluation process, utilization of
mandatory retirement provisions, or
similar steps. This will help guard against
older directors voting for a sale simply to Philip Smith is President &
CEO of Gerrish Tuck Smith,
cash out their own holdings as a
shareholder, while also ensuring younger an ACB Associate Member.
You may connect with
directors are pulling their weight and
Philip at
seeking the bank’s long-term
(901) 767-0900 or
independence.

t seems everyone these days is
rushing to try and cash in on the
next wave of acquisitions, or at
least they feel some compelling
reason to at least “test the waters.” For many
community banks, however, there remains
the quiet vigil to operate as an independent
bank in the local community. In the midst of an

psmith@gerrish.com.

Strategic Allocation of Earnings
Third, community banks striving for independence must rethink how
they view earnings. Most of our organizations had diminished
profitability during the Great Recession. Today, more and more
organizations are showing increased profitability, despite a decrease in
interest earnings. The issue now is what to do with those earnings.
Whereas many organizations grew for growth’s sake prior to the
recession, now many organizations are focusing on shareholder
dividends and liquidity to make up for some of the “lean” years. Other
organizations are investing earnings into new lines of business as a
means of growing non-interest income. Still others are retaining
earnings for future growth through acquisition or a rainy day. Every
community bank’s true value is measured by its future, bottom-line
profitability, but simply hoarding earnings out of fear of another
recession or some similar downturn hampers, rather than protects,
future profitability. Every institution allocates its earnings in some
fashion. The issue is whether it is allocated strategically to achieve the
community bank’s long-term goals.

industry focused on buyers and sellers in a heightened merger and
acquisition environment, how does a community bank’s board of
directors position the organization to operate independently both now
and years into the future? This article provides tips and strategies
implemented by community bank boards of directors we routinely see
and advise clients on in an effort to remain independent.

Appropriate Organizational Structure
First, you need to get in the right organizational structure. Remaining
an independent community bank is no longer merely about “saying”
you are going to remain independent. Independence requires specific
action. For almost all community banks, one of the first courses of
action is reorganizing so that the bank is owned by a bank holding
company. The holding company structure provides corporate benefits
that a bank alone cannot achieve, may help protect against unwanted
takeover offers that a bank-only structure may be unable to defend
against, and otherwise helps promote the efficient and effective
operation of the organization.

Succession Planning
The fourth independence-promoting activity is requiring board
succession and management succession, as well as ownership
succession, and having a well-organized succession plan in place as part
of the bank’s overall strategic plan for the future. The succession plan
should identify necessary people, skills and positions needed, and
continuously evolve over the course of time to promptly adapt to
changes in circumstances. It probably does not come as a shock to
most readers that some organizations ultimately find themselves
considering an offer from a buyer merely because they lack
appropriate management succession planning and/or appropriate
board succession planning. If you look around the board room and all
of your directors are approximately the same age, continue to have the
same time horizon for investment purposes, and there is no mandatory
retirement, director evaluation, or other process to ensure renewal
and regeneration of your board, your organization is much more likely
to accept the first modest offer that comes along. Likewise, if the board
is so heavily dependent on the existing management team that it does
not begin to groom younger management personnel for succession
spots, then there will be no confidence in the younger management
team and no one to step in to fill senior executive management roles
when the existing management team decides to retire. If that occurs,
the first alternative is to find a buyer.

For organizations struggling with trying to find new growth and
expansion opportunities, another alternative may be to restructure the
organization into a Subchapter S corporation for tax purposes. By
lowering the overall tax burden and streamlining the organization’s
ownership structure, a Subchapter S election can help the organization
achieve improved profitability, thereby enhancing shareholder value,
while protecting the goal of independence.
Unified Board of Directors, Vision, and Strategic Plan
Second, maintaining independence requires a board of directors that is
committed to independence. While this may seem rudimentary, many
boards of directors anticipate independence without effectively
planning for independence. For example, once a year, the board and
management ought to be asked the question “Do we want to sell the
bank?” If the answer is “no,” then the follow-up question is, “how do
we remain independent?” Through such conversations, the board will
have a much clearer idea of which members are and which members
are not committed to truly remaining independent. If there are some
directors on the board that are constantly pushing against the majority
and advocating for a sale, then it may be time to reconstitute the board
to help ensure independence. That may include an updated board
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Failure to plan for ownership succession can also lead to an untimely
sale. Many community banks are owned by a comparatively older
group of shareholders. In the old days, community bank stock was a
valued asset that passed from generation to generation. Unfortunately,
many members of the younger generation no longer live in the local
community, for various reasons. As a result, once stock passes into
their hands, they are more interested in liquidating the asset rather
than holding for investment purposes. In these cases, it is most
advantageous for the bank or bank holding company to repurchase the
shares from the shareholder or the shareholder’s heirs. This not only
provides liquidity for the shareholder, but it also prevents the stock
from passing into unfriendly hands. Don’t be forced into a requirement
to sell merely because appropriate succession at all levels was not
carefully planned.

good results for employee buy-in.
Another way to empower and incent your employees is to focus on
what you want to achieve and incent that. For example, if your
community bank wants to increase profitability, then tie employee
incentives to measures of current and longer-term profitability. Broadbased incentives can be effective in retaining employees, but they can
fail to help the organization achieve its long-term objectives. Similarly,
community banks can further empower employees by providing them
with a path for personal development. Pidgeon-holing employees or
having “dead ends” in a promotional sense are sure-fire ways to
demoralize and demotivate employees. Provide them with ownership
opportunities, tailored incentives, and promotional opportunities, and
you may be surprised how motivated your workforce becomes.
Adhering to the principles discussed above will help your organization
achieve and maintain independence in a consolidating environment
and will provide positive benefits for years to come. If you would like
five more tips on remaining independent, please feel free to drop us a
line or catch the next edition of this publication.

Attract and Maintain Employees and Key Personnel
The fifth step to remaining independent is to empower and incent your
employees and other personnel. One of the most effective ways to
attract and retain key employees is to provide them with skin in the
game through the use of an employee stock ownership plan (an
“ESOP”) or an ESOP with 401(k) plan features (a “KSOP”). While the
details of an ESOP or KSOP are beyond the scope of this article, suffice
it to say that, in generic terms, an ESOP or KSOP is a trust that holds
stock in the bank holding company for the benefit of all employees in
the bank. As the ESOP accumulates that stock, the stock is allocated to
the employees’ accounts, and the employees become, and hopefully
think like, owners. It is actually a pretty simple concept that produces
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Gerrish Smith Tuck

29,30

Harland Clarke

35

ICBA

26

ICBA Bancard

21

ICBA Securities

14,15

IL Group

27

ACB Education

30

JMark

22,23

Allied Technology Group

25

JTS Financial

IBC

Argent Financial Group

12

Lively

38

Arkansas Capital Corporation

7,28

Modern Banking Systems

27

Arkansas Student Loan Authority

13

MPA Systems

32

Bankers Assurance

25

Passageways Onboard

11

Bankers Healthcare Group

6

PCA Technologies

13

Bankers Helping Bankers

18,19

Quattlebaum, Grooms & Tull

8,9

Bank Strategic Solutions

12

Retriever Payment Systems

13

Barret School of Banking

33

SBA

17,18,20

BKD

36,37

SHAZAM

IFC

Celerit

25

Smiley Technologies

24

Center for Financial Training

25

SouthState Bank

24

Dell

27

S&P Global

18

Equias Alliance

31

ThinkTECH Accelerator

10

Federal Home Loan Bank

12

Travelers

5

Federal Protection

24

UFS

24

First National Bankers Bank

OBC

Wallace Consulting

27

FIS

13
The Arkansas Community Banker is published quarterly and read by over 2,500 community bank directors,
CEO’s, presidents and other key management personnel in every community bank and thrift in Arkansas. Other
reader groups include ACB Associate Members and Preferred Solutions Providers, as well as governmental and
regulatory officials at the state and national levels. Each issue of the Arkansas Community Banker is filled with
leading edge information that has a bearing on Arkansas’ banking and financial services industry environment.
The electronic format allows readers to archive issues of the Arkansas Community Banker for future reference.
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Running the Numbers
Documentation Makes a Difference for CECL Implementation
BY ALEX ORR & ANDREW WALLACE

A

replicable. This includes
recording all key model
decision points, all inputs
and assumptions, and
management’s assessment
of the reasonableness of
inputs and assumptions.
Starting the documentation
process early will help lead
to a less stressful and more
successful adoption process.

ccounting Standards Update 201613, Financial Instruments-Credit
Losses (Topic 326), has been considered
the most significant upcoming
accounting standard for financial
institutions for several years. Whether a
current expected credit loss (CECL)
model is being developed in-house or
through third-party software,
implementation can be challenging,
complex, and unique to each adopter.

Alex Orr and Andrew Wallace are
Associate and Manager, respectively,
at BKD CPAs & Advisors, an ACB
Associate Member. You may connect
with them at aorr@bkd.com and
awallace@bkd.com.

Documentation should
describe an institution’s
journey from start to finish
in implementing the
standard. Examples of key phases and items to document in the
planning phase include:
Planning & Project Development

As a model is being built, an institution should assemble
documentation required to support key assumptions and decision
points in the estimate of expected credit losses. While thorough and
complete documentation will require significant time and effort to
produce, it will provide value and time savings during senior
management, board, regulator, and auditor reviews.

•
•
•
•

Why Document?
Documentation throughout implementation is a critical yet often
overlooked component of a successful CECL implementation process.
Although effective documentation requires time and resources, there
are many benefits that outweigh these costs. Such benefits include:
• Meeting disclosure requirements
• Enhancing model understanding
• Assisting in exams, audits, and model validations
• Supporting policy updates
• Creating a repeatable allowance calculation process

•
•
•

CECL Committee team or members
The role/responsibilities of each individual team member
The CECL implementation estimated timeline

Determination of in-scope assets and applicability
Consideration of available-for-sale and held-to-maturity securities
Data Gap Analysis
Data fields considered and used
Years, format, and availability of historical data available

Reliability of data fields used (consideration of completeness and
accuracy)

•

Determining completeness of future data and descriptions on how
the data will be accurate
Data source, relevancy, and reliability considerations for economic
forecasts and current conditions
Pooling Segmentation

Regulators and auditors will expect organizations to understand their
model and be able to articulate why it is appropriate for their
institution. Documenting key assumptions and decision points
demonstrates that management has an understanding of their CECL
model. Without thorough documentation regarding these assumptions
and decision points, it will take auditors and regulators more time to
align the model with the standard. The added time can lead to more
expense and frustration for the institution. Further, strong
documentation will allow institutions to better mobilize for additional
changes to the model and its assumptions in the future. Proper
documentation should create an allowance calculation process that can
be replicated, particularly if there is turnover in key positions involved
in CECL processes. Investing the time and resources today in the
documentation process will help an institution to reduce costs and
increase efficiencies in the future.

•

Size of each segment relative to the portfolio in terms of dollar
value and number of loans

•

Risk characteristics and underwriting guidelines associated with
each segment

•
•

Appropriateness of segments based on size and risk factors

Accessibility of data relating to each segment now and in the
future
Reconciliation of loan codes to CECL segments
Model Selection & Development

•
•
•
•

Models considered and appropriateness of model selected
Considerations of in-house versus outsourced models
Determination of historical loss rate and historical loss period

Current unfunded commitments and estimated future funding
What to Document?
percentages
When considering what items to document, financial institutions
should think about what information is needed to ensure the process is
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•

Future forecast data considered and relationship with risk of
segment or portfolio

GAAP disclosure changes
Call report changes including phase-in capital plan

Qualitative factor descriptions and relevancy to segments or
portfolio
• Prepayment speed assumptions, development process, and
reasonableness
• How incomplete or unavailable data was supplemented or
addressed

Although this list is not comprehensive, it includes key items that can
help build a strong foundation for CECL documentation.

•

How to Document?
Management’s goal for CECL documentation should be to describe the
process of going from segmentation and data analysis to the model
selection, while documenting the key inputs, assumptions, and decision
During pre-implementation it’s critical to invest the time and resources points. This documentation can take various forms, but ultimately the
to document management thought processes as they plan, gather data, key is to make it clear, organized, and thorough. Some common
formats include descriptive narratives, internal memos, and policies
and make key decisions regarding model selection and development.
and procedures. In addition, it is important to create regular
Documenting the steps from planning to model selection will support
the conclusions made as organizations move into the model finalization documentation checkpoints (whether biweekly, weekly, etc.) to update
documentation as you proceed through the CECL implementation
and post-implementation period.
process.
The following are examples of key phases and items to document in the
Documentation should describe how each point in the CECL road map
post-planning phase as institutions move from model selection into
correlates back to the accounting standard. Management decisions
finalization and beyond:
should be clearly outlined and include detail on why those decisions are
Model Finalization
appropriate and how they influence the model. When data is
unavailable or qualitative decisions are made, documentation should
• Conclusions on parallel run results including reasonableness of
note associated assumptions and considerations of materiality. This
output, review processes, and benchmarking
information will support management’s conclusions at the end of
Description of model adjustments made and appropriateness
implementation and allow for a more complete and accurate
Policies, Procedures, & Controls
documentation of the process.
• Listings of policies updated and reviewed
Conclusion
• Discussion of IT processes impacted (user access, change
Financial institutions should invest the time and resources now to
management, etc.)
document the thought process, decisions, and rationale for CECL
New controls related to CECL and corresponding control owners
implementation. This documentation will allow institutions to justify
Disclosures & Call Report
the appropriateness and relevancy of decisions made, enhance
• Review process of related CECL disclosures, including reviewer sign institutional understanding of allowance calculations, and better
-offs and dates
prepare organizations to meet the requirements of regulators and
• Documentation dates and descriptions of discussions surrounding auditors.
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